Abstract. Let H(W) denote the hyperspace of all non-empty compact subsets of R". The Hausdorff metric h provides a way to measure distances between two elements of Ti(R n ) and generates the complete metric space (H(W),h). In this paper, we examine geometric properties of lines in H(R n ), as determined by the Hausdorff metric, and compare and contrast the properties of these lines with Euclidean lines in R n . Several surprising properties of these objects will be highlighted.
Introduction
The notions of metric segment and metric line have been studied previously in the classic work Theory and Applications of Distance Geometry [2] , among others. In this paper, we follow the approach developed in [3, 4] and [6] to consider metric segments and metric lines in the space H(R n ) of non-empty compact subsets of R n , with the Hausdorff metric. Among the surprising results we will present is the fact that under certain conditions on A and Β in Ή(Κ η ), there is no metric line passing through A and Β (Corollary 1).
Background 2.1. Conventions and notation
The notational conventions we will use are the following. Let d denote the Euclidean metric in M n and h the Hausdorff metric on Ή(Μ η ) defined by
Some known results
In [3] , the author proves the following lemma
LEMMA 1. Let A, Β E H(R n ), h{A, B) = a and let M ( s ) = ( A )s Π (-B)(a-s) for each s € [0, a]. Then h(A, M(s)) = s and h(M(s), B) -a -s.
So the sets M(s) satisfy BM(s)A and thus lie between A and B. Moreover, the sets M(t) form a metric segment in H(R n ), a subset of a metric space that is isometric to a closed interval in M.
DEFINITION 2. An isometry between metric spaces (X, d) and (X 1 , d') is a function / : X -• X' so that d'(f(x),f(y)) = d(x,y)
for all χ, y E Χ. Therefore, Μ([0,α]) is a metric segment in Ή(Μ η ) and, moreover, is the largest metric segment in the sense of a partial order defined on metric segments in [3] . In [3, 4] , Bogdewicz also describes other metric segments in H(R n ), with a special focus on
When lines go bad in hyperspace
where the operations + and · are the Minkowski addition and multiplication by scalars. For a fixed 0 < s < h(A, B), the set M(s) is not the only set C satisfying BCA with h(C, A) -s. In this paper, we will examine other types of sets C in ft(R n ) that satisfy either ACB, BAC, or CBA. As a result, we will construct other metric segments, lines, and halflines in H(K n ). The sets (A)s and N r (B) for Α, Β E 7i(R n ) play an important role in these constructions, so we conclude this section with a few basic facts concerning these sets that will be used in subsequent sections. A proof of the first can be found as Lemma 5 in [5] . Proofs of the others are straightforward. LEMMA 2.
Let B G H(R n ) and r > 0. Then (B) T -(J N r {b).
beB 2. If A, Β E 7í(R n ), AC Β, and0<s<t, then {A) s Ç (B) t . 3. If A, Β e H{R n ), ACB, and0<s<t, then N S {A) Ç N t (B).
Segments
In this section, we demonstrate that there may be finitely many or infinitely many elements in 7i(R") at each location between two fixed elements A and Β in ?i(R n ). This provides a large collection of possible metric segments between A and B.
Let Α φ Β Ε 7í(R n ) and let 0 < s < h(A,B). Lemma 1 provides one example, M(s), of an element in H(R n ) satisfying BXA with h(M(s), A) = s. The next theorem shows that there can be many more sets between A and Β that are exactly s units from A. 
• It was proved in [3] that
n ) with BCA and h(A, C) = s. So, in a sense, the segment defined by M(s) is the largest metric segment defined by the Hausdorff metric.
Two Examples
Using Theorem 1 we can see that, given A and Β in Η (IR"), there are two interesting situations involving elements in W(R n ) between A and B. in Figure 1 (left). Any other point X satisfying BXA that is s units from A is a subset of this compact set C. As s varies, the locus of sets C traces out the illuminating example shown in figure 1 (right). In this example, there are exactly 47 elements in 7i(M. n ) at each location between A and B. For example, C -{c}, where c is any point in C is one such set.
Note that if A and Β are single point sets, then (A) s Π (B t ) is a single point set for each 0 < t < h(A, Β). In this case, there is exactly one metric segment between A and B.
Type 2: In most situations, there exist infinitely many elements X 6 H(M n ) satisfying BXA at a fixed distance from Β, excluding A and B. When t = 0, we have C = (A) ä Π Β = Β and when t -r we have C = A. When t is small, the set C = (A) s Π (B)t is close to Β and as t increases to r, these sets C approach A. In a sense, we can think of these sets as "morphing" the set Β into A. To illustrate, Figure 2 shows a few elements C 6 7i(R n ) (the shaded sets) satisfying AC Β joining a disk Β with a crescent A. Think of Β as representing the sun and A as a new phase of the moon (of course, the drawing is not to scale). View the images from left to right and top to bottom. We call this example the Unification Morph, or alternatively, the Sun -Young Moon Morph. (If necessary, see http://www.unification.net/ for more information about the nomenclature.)
When lines go bad
We now turn our attention to lines and halflines in H(R n ). In this section we will show that it is not always possible to construct a metric line ( As we will see in the next section, the conditions stated above are not only sufficient for a line to stop, but are necessary as well. Theorem 5 shows us that if we fail to have an element X € Ti(R n ) with ΒΑΧ a given distance s from A, then there are no elements Y E H{R n ) with BAY at distances greater than s from A. The proof is straightforward and is left to the reader (complete details can be found in Theorem 9 of [1] ). In these situations, we will see that a metric line is really a halfiine. The distance r is shown by the thin segment bia 2 . Let s c = r^-· This is the value of s at which the point c = iyjz^i θ) lies on the x-axis. Note that when s < s c , the set (^4) s is not contained in N T+S (B) .
Proof. Assume d(A,B) > d(B,A). Let h(A,B) = r and h(C,A) = s. Thus, h(C, B) = r + s. Let b € B. For any a € A and any c € C,
(2) d(b, c) < d(b, a) + d(a, c).
Choose a' E A such that d(b,a') = d(b,A). Since d(b,A) < d(B,A) and d(B,A) < r, it follows that d(b,a') < r. Combining this fact with (2), we conclude (3) d(b,c) <r + d(a',c).
Therefore, C = (A) s satisfies BAC. However, for s > s c , we have (A) s c N r+3 (B), so C does not satisfy BAC.
Λ=( β i, «2Ì
B-VM As we will see in the next section, in this situation we will actually have a halfline. Whenever s < s c , then the set C = (A) s satisfies BAC with h(A, C) = s. However, when s > s c , then there is no set C € Ή(Κ η ) with h(A, C) = s satisfying BAC. As we will see in the next section, we will obtain an element in W(R n ) at every location on this halfline to the left of A.
We can manipulate the previous example to show that, in fact, Hausdorff halflines can be made to stop as far to the right of A as we like. Let As y approaches 0, the numbers s c approach 0, and as y approaches b the numbers s c approach 00. (Note that s c does not depend on x, so we can choose χ however we need to ensure that h(A,B) = <¿(í>i,a2).) In other words, s c can be made as large or as small as we like. This allows us to create Hausdorff halflines that stop at any given distance to the right of A.
When lines are good 5.1. Necessary and sufficient conditions
In the last section we discovered that a Hausdorff line can fail to contain elements at every location. In this section we approach the topic, from the other direction and show that the example from the previous section exactly describes the conditions when a Hausdorff line will be incomplete.
Theorem 4 told us that there are no sets C so that BAC is true with h(A, C) -s when A and Β satisfy (5) .
Theorem 6 will show that if d(B,A) > d(A,B), then for each s > 0, we can find a set C E H(R n ) such that h(A,C) = s and BAC is satisfied. In addition, Theorem 7 proves that if (j4)s % Nr+S(B)
for sets Α, Β Ε Ή{R n ), then for each s > 0 there are infinitely many sets C Ε 7ί(Μ. η ) with h(A, C) = s so that BAC is satisfied. 
with r = d(B, A) > d(A,B).
For each s> 0 there is a set C Ε H(R n ) such that CAB and h{A, C) = s.
Proof. Let A,B € H(K n ) with r = d(B,A) > d(A,B). Let s > 0. Choose bo e Β and ao € A such that d(bo, ao) = d(B, A) = r. Let C = -Nr+S(b0).
We will show that h(C, A) = s. The proof that h(C, B) = r + s is similar and is left to the reader (complete details can be found in Theorem 10 of [1] ).
We will verify all conditions of Theorem 2 to show h(C, A) = s.
Clearly, C Ç. (A)s. Lemma 2 (1) then gives us
C Ç [J Ns(a). aeA 2. Let a € A. If α g 7Vr+s(60), then a G C. So C Π Ns{a) φ 0.
Suppose a E Nr+s(bo).
Choose y E boa such that y E dNr+s(bo).
Substituting (6) into (7), we find that
Since y E dNr+s(bo), we also know that d(bo, y) -r + s. Therefore,
d(a, y) <(r + s) -r.
Then d(a,y) < s, so y E Ns{a). Now Lemma 2 (1) implies y E Since y E dNr+s{bo), we know y <£Nr+S(b0). Therefore, y € ((A)s~ Nr+s(b0)) = C. We conclude that C Π Ns(a) φ 0.
We will now prove that 2(b) of Theorem 2 is satisfied. Let xp € bpap such that d(ao, xo) = s and d(bp, xp) = r+s. Then xp € dN s (ap)
C N s (ap) Ç so xp G (j4) s . Also,
xo £ dN r+s (bp) and xp £ N r+S (bp). This shows that XQ € ((A) s -N r+S (bp)) = C. It follows that xp € C Π dN s (ap).
We prove that 
(C, A) = s and h(C, B) = r + s imply h(C, B) = h(C, A) + h(A, B) as desired.
•
As an Example of Theorem 6, let A be the circle of radius 1 and Β the circle of radius 2, both centered at the origin as shown in Figure 4 . Even though it might not visually appear that the shaded region C in Figure 4 satisfies CAB, our theorem shows that it does. Note also that if a Hausdorff line stops to the right of A, then <¿ (^4, Β) > d(B, A) and, consequently, Theorem 6 shows that we will have elements C € H(R n ) satisfying CBA at each location to the left of B.
Note •
Have we missed the point?
In the previous sections we have shown that there are essentially three categories into which a Hausdorff line will fall. We will have elements at each location to the left of B, between Β and A, and to the right of A if η ) does actually reach a stopping point.
Conclusion: lines and halflines in H(M n )
To this point we have determined at which locations we can have elements in 7i(R n ) on any Hausdorff line or halfline. We conclude by applying the theorems from previous sections to define some specific lines and halflines in 7i(R n ). 
Let A, Β E H(R n ). If d(A,B) > d(B,
A
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